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Peaks &
people
Montana, Nepal linked by
Buddhists, Sherpas and scholars

MCPS
BONDS
ELECTION

District’s
plans in
hands of
voters
The Garden of One Thousand Buddhas forms an eight-spoked
wheel, a design with symbolic meaning in Buddhist tradition.

It’s finally decision time for
Missoula voters.
In a mail-in election that
starts Oct. 12, Missoula County
Public Schools is asking voters
to approve a pair of school
bonds totaling
$158 million:
INSIDE
$88 million for
 Check out a
its elementary
full-page chart
and middle
summarizing
schools, and
the costs
$70 milfor planned
lion for its
projects if the
high schools.
MCPS’ eleThe bonds,
mentary and
if passed,
high school
will pay for
bonds pass.
deferred
Page A11
maintenance,
technology and security
upgrades, and renovation and
construction projects.
The history of the bonds goes
back to assessments MCPS
conducted six years ago in
every school. The reviews provided information to district
officials from an energy audit

ROB CHANEY
rchaney@missoulian.com

A

RLEE – Poke a hole
through the globe on
Nepal and you come
out in Montana.
And there’s a lot of traffic in
that tunnel. From the Garden
of One
Thousand
Buddhas
in Arlee
to Everest
NEPAL
Designs’
CONNECTIONS
clothing
warehouse
near the banks of the Clark
Fork River, to seismographs
on the University of Montana
campus and the shrinking
ice fields of Glacier National
Park, links to the nation on the
spine of the Himalaya Mountains abound.
The Missoulian will travel
those trails over the next 20
days. In cooperation with the
International Reporting Project, we will explore why Nepali
Buddhists have made a second
home in Montana, and why so
many Montanans have deep
connections to a place with an
even bigger sky than ours.
“Your mind follows the
terrain in its vastness and
expanse,” said Namchak
Khenpo, abbot at Arlee’s
Ewam Garden. “It’s a safe and
peaceful place to practice.
Students feel that special
environment. It helps you get
in that peaceful space.”
Khenpo’s brother, Tulku
Sang-ngag Rinpoche, chose
the former sheep ranch on
White Coyote Road as a center
for Buddhist studies in 2001.
Volunteers started casting the
See NEPAL, Page A10

DILLON KATO
dillon.kato@missoulian.com

See BONDS, Page A10

DOWNTOWN MISSOULA

Pub’s patio
proposal at
odds with
Rate $1.50
some

Missoulian Newspaper - Monday-Saturday

ROB CHANEY PHOTOS, Missoulian

Ewam Garden of One Thousand Buddhas founder Tulku Sang-ngag Rinpoche places a sacred
cloth next to the final Buddha statue, which was installed in June. The garden north of Arlee is
open to the public, and is one of many connections Montana has to the country of Nepal.

Parking commission
takes issue with plans to
remove 6 parking spots
MARTIN KIDSTON
martin.kidston@missoulian.com

WWII INTERNMENT AT FORT MISSOULA

Documentary frames challenging questions of era
KIM BRIGGEMAN
kbriggeman@missoulian.com

It’s a question worth asking
ourselves: If the government
asked us to prove our loyalty to
the United States, what would
we say?
There are reasons University
of Montana journalism professor Carol Van Valkenburg

'D\WLPH

TODAY’S
FORECAST
Partly Cloudy
High 54°
VXLow 28°
Page C12

SF

named her 1995 book about the
World War II detention camp at
Fort Missoula “An Alien Place,”
and a new Public Broadcasting
System-quality documentary is
called the same thing.
The Historical Museum at
Fort Missoula and the Spokane
production company North
by Northwest will roll out the
30-minute film at the Roxy

6\PEROV

Theater on Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. and again next Sunday at 4 p.m.
Van Valkenburg, now retired
from the university, will be on a
discussion panel following the
Wednesday night debut. It was
through her efforts that files on
the U.S. Department of Justice
camp at Fort Missoula were
declassified at the National
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 Did you miss the show on Thursday
night? Check out Tom Bauer’s photos
from rocker Neil Young’s concert at the
Adams Center.
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Cancer affects us all. Visit TeamUpMontana.com.
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See FILM, Page A8
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Join the team.
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A popular Missoula pub is
caught between the city’s vision
for the downtown district and
Archives in Washington, D.C.
the concerns of a local agency
A graduate student at UM and
that relies on revenues generalready a longtime journalist at
ated from parking meters to pay
the time, she became the first to
off debt and balance its budget.
dig into them in research for her
The Thomas Meagher Bar
- Sunday
master’s thesis in the late 1980sMissoulian
unveiledNewspaper
plans last month
to
that, accompanied by dozens of
build an outdoor dining patio
Rate
$3.00a move
photos from the era, became her
on West
Pine Street,
book a few years later.
the city supports in concept

IO

VQ

See PUB, Page A8
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Nepal
Continued

concrete Buddha statues
in 2006, and placed the
thousandth one in June.
Both Rinpoche and
Khenpo were born in
Tibet, but left to escape
Chinese persecution and
pursue their Buddhist
studies in India and
Nepal. Rinpoche spent
14 years at the Shechen
Monastery in Kathmandu,
Nepal’s capital city. One
of Namchak’s teachers
came from the monastery
in Thubten Chholing,
deep in the SoluKhumbu region south of
Mount Everest.
That also happens to be
the home ground of Matt
Skousen’s Sherpa inlaws. For years, Matt and
Choti Skousen have been
employing Sherpa knitters
in Bhaktapur, Nepal, to
produce hats, sweaters
and other clothing for
clients ranging from Bob
Ward’s Sporting Goods
to REI.
The Sherpa people
sometimes seem to form
the public face of Nepal,
ROB CHANEY, Missoulian
guiding and supporting
Ewam Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism teaching monk Namchak Khenpo explains some of the many sacred objects in the center’s shrine
tourists on their treks
room. Nyingma Buddhism is the oldest tradition of the religion in the Himalaya Mountains of Nepal and Tibet, and practiced by much of the
through the nation’s
Sherpa community in the Mount Everest region.
high-altitude tea houses
and mountain landscapes.
the earthquake. Back in
In fact, Sherpas make
Iran
Afghanistan
China
Nepal to
Montana, Adara resource
up barely 9 percent of
Montana
Pakistan
comparison
Bhutan associate Catherine
Nepal’s 29 million people,
NEPAL
Sanders teamed with UM
in a country teeming with
497 miles
anthropology professor
at least 60 ethnic groups
H
India
Bangladesh
Kimber McKay to raise
and 100 languages and
545 miles
Arabian
I
additional funds for relief.
dialects. They practice
Sea
Myanmar
“On the map, Montana
one of the oldest forms
M
just covers Nepal,” McKay
of Buddhism, surrounded
Indian
A
Ocean
told one gathering of
by a majority community
L
donors last summer. “But
of roughly 80 percent
CHINA
where we have a million
Hindu adherents.
A
people, they have more
Y
A
than 30 million. About 78
Some Nepalis joke
S
Mount Everest percent have no indoor
their country has three
plumbing. Most are living
main religions: Hinduism,
Namche Bazaar
Kathmandu
on about $2 a day.”
Lukla
Buddhism and Tourism.
The international comUniversity of Montana
Phaplu
N
munity pledged $4.4 bilprofessor Keith Bosak has
W
E
lion at a conference held
been studying that last
in Kathmandu. That’s
topic for years, watching
S
INDIA
estimated to be about
how isolated mountain
The national flag of Nepal
Scale
two-thirds of the amount
is
the
world’s
only
non-quadrilateral
national
flag.
communities adapt to
10
50
Its crimson red is the color of the rhododendron, the country’s national flower.
needed over five years for
an industry that can
Miles
The blue border is the color of peace.
reconstruction.
be as fickle as mounKEN BARNEDT, Missoulian
India and China
tain weather.
together pledged about
The high mountains of
“They’re becoming
Missoulian Matt
$1.5 billion. U.S. SecreNepal and Montana share
heavily tourismSkousen examines
tary of State John Kerry
some of the last glacialdependent,” Bosak said.
the damage to
pledged $130 million,
fed water systems, which
“In the Nanda Devi area
a knitting factory
with promises to seek
are quickly changing
(a popular climbing area
in Bhaktapur,
more from Congress.
on the border with India), as the climate governNepal, leveled
by aftershocks
U.S.-based nongoverning them grows hotter
when they closed that
from the April 25
mental organizations have
and hotter.
mountain to tourists,
Ghorka earthquake.
contributed more than
That’s a long-term
people who’d become
Skousen’s Everest
$150 million.
guides suddenly had to go challenge, although issues
Designs company
McKay, Sanders and
back to subsistence living. like over-visitation of
in Missoula employs
many others are watching
national park landmarks
They went from having a
dozens of workers
to see how Nepal spends
good income to having to presents fairly immediate
in
Nepal, exporting
that money.
problems. But Nepal hit
grow all their own food.”
their clothing to
It’s not often that a
the world’s attention
The experience has
sporting goods firms
place in need of major
earlier this year with
lessons for Montanans
throughout the U.S.
assistance suddenly gets
an event that lasted
who explore a similar
Provided photo
a chance to rebuild its
just minutes.
tourism economy. Both
communications, roads,
researchers and adminispower grid and public
while monks and nuns at
professor mounted a
homes were damaged or
As Americans
trators at Glacier National
Ewam’s affiliated centers services with a huge, open
research team within
destroyed. Missoulians
have turned 9/11 into
Park have been in touch
international checkbook.
near Kathmandu were
weeks to analyze the
mnemonic shorthand for on the other side of the
with their colleagues at
helping dig neighbors out The country’s summer
quake and develop
planet woke up to learn
national tragedy, Nepalis
Sagarmatha National
monsoon season paused
of the rubble.
forecasts of how much
have been scarred by April about the catastrophe on
Park, which surrounds
most recovery work, and
Adara Development,
shaking might be left to
25. At 11:55 a.m. that Sat- the morning news and
Mount Everest.
fall should reveal the first
an international aid
break loose.
responded within hours.
urday, the earth started
As Glacier Superinmajor steps to take advanorganization with staff
Nepalese graduate
The Gorkha earthquake
shaking and didn’t stop
tendent Jeff Mow put it,
tage of that opportunity.
students Tek Chhetri and based in Missoula, set
had a magnitude of 7.8
for nearly 15 minutes.
the world is running out
Missoulian readers
Shyam Pokhrel organized up medical camps that
and rattled alarms in
Nearly 9,000 people
of places where natural
will be among the first to
served 1,100 people
systems run largely undo- died, 23,000 were injured Rebecca Bendick’s office. fundraising campaigns
within the first week after find out.
on the UM campus,
The UM geosciences
and more than 700,000
mesticated.

N E PA L

Bonds
Continued

at each school, as well as a
look at the overall condition of the buildings.
Then came the recession, and Missoula
schools, under the leadership of then-Superintendent Alex Apostle, chose
not to ask taxpayers for
the money needed to fix
the many problems.
In 2010, the district
took the next step that
eventually led to this
year’s bonds, bringing
together more than 200
members of the community to design and develop
a plan it calls the 21st
Century Model of Education, a long-term strategy
for the modernization of
Missoula’s schools.
In 2013, roughly 300
more MCPS staff, students and community
members were assembled
into teams at each school
to determine the needs
specific to that building
and its community.
By the spring of 2014,
all of the teams reported
their findings to the district’s Board of Trustees.

“It became
really
viewed as an
imperative to
take action,”
Superintendent Mark
Thane said
Thane
last week.
Under the
21st Century Model and
other initiatives, Thane
said MCPS has its first
comprehensive, long-term
plan since 1952.
This spring, after narrowing the projects to
those considered most
necessary and receiving
assistance from professional development,
architectural and engineering firms to estimate
the cost of such sweeping
improvements, school
trustees voted to put $158
million in bonds before
voters this fall.
Thane said he considers the bonds similar
to reinvesting in a home
once it is paid off. The
district has no debt at
the elementary level and
will only have about $6
million in debt at the high
schools by the end of this
fiscal year.

“Once you have paid
off your house, now after
30 years you might need
to attend to the roof,
the carpet, the heating,”
Thane said.
The superintendent said
there are several different
philosophies about how
to cover long-term maintenance costs, including
always carrying bond
debt and spacing projects
over time.
But Missoula’s school
district has chosen to take
another approach and put
the needs before the community in a single request,
with a unified message.
“Splitting would mean
constantly going back to
voters and would seem
like some projects are less
important. I think we’re
best served by having that
big picture,” Thane said.
Mail-in ballots, which
include both bonds, will
arrive in voters’ hands in
about 10 days, and must
be returned by Nov. 3.
The elementary bond
would increase taxes on
a $200,000 property by
roughly $144 per year. The
high school bond would
increase taxes by $72
per year. Both bonds are

for 20 years, and people
living in the elementary
district would pay both
tax increases.
Even if both bond
measures are approved,
the district will not sell all
at once, meaning the full
tax impact won’t be felt
right away.

EDITOR’S NOTE
Today, the Missoulian begins a multi-day, in-depth
series examining Missoula County Public Schools’
bond requests, school by school. All of the stories
will be available online at Missoulian.com.

disrupting school.
Some of the improvements to technology and
security would wait until
Partly because the
a school’s renovation work
projects have yet to be
is scheduled, but Thane
designed and bid, the
said those upgrades would
school district does not
be evaluated project by
have a firm timeline
project, and wherever
for the order in which
purchases could be made
building renovations and
immediately and not be
improvements will take
lost in later renovations,
place, apart from saying
that Lowell School, which they would be.
“We’re not going to
will be extensively remodeled, and Franklin School, pave a street just to tear
it up and put in a water
which will be entirely
main,” he said.
rebuilt at its current site,
Overall, he said the
will come in the first wave
district’s hope is that
of projects.
Designing the improve- if both bonds pass, the
vast majority of the
ments at Hellgate High
projects would be comSchool will also likely
come early in the process. pleted within a six-year
time frame.
Thane said deferred
Thane said if the bonds
maintenance at the
don’t pass, Missoula’s
schools, such as the
schools will continue to
installation of new
be hamstrung by outdated
boilers and roofs, will
technology.
be scheduled over the
The buildings will
summers to the greatest
continue to lack secure
extent possible, to avoid

entryways, where staff
can see who is coming and
going. There will be no
replacement of inefficient
and aging heating systems
that repeatedly require
patches to keep running.
Modular spaces,
brought in temporarily at
schools across the district,
will remain in place, and
MCPS likely will have to
bring in even more to meet
the needs of a growing
student population.
If voters say no, these
needs won’t go away, and
the costs to fix them will
only go up, the superintendent said.
“This is a significant
ask of the community and
we recognize that,” Thane
said. “This is a new day in
the district.”
Coming Monday:
In-depth looks at the
bond-funded technology
and school safety improvements.

LADY GRIZ THINKING
‘RELOAD’ RATHER
THAN ‘REBUILD’

Catching breast
cancer early
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NEPAL

CONNECTIONS

Abbot
says
beliefs
similar

Ewam Garden leader:
Tribes, Tibetans value
natural environment
ROB CHANEY
rchaney@missoulian.com

KURT WILSON PHOTOS, Missoulian

A group of bison is herded down a narrow alleyway by a wrangler in a Jeep on Monday morning toward the corrals as the annual
roundup at the National Bison Range gets underway. The entire herd will be put through the chutes by Tuesday for shots and any
other health maintenance needed.

Bringing herd
IN
THE

Bison roundup gives
hundreds of kids up-close
view of wild animals

PHARPING, Nepal – A cave
in these hills an hour south of
Kathmandu reaches all the way
through the Earth to Montana.
“You feel something blessed
inside,” said Jemyeng Palmo,
master teacher at the Turquoise
Leaf Nunnery in Pharping.
“You feel the blessings of
Guru Rinpoche.”
The small cave barely has
room for six people to stand,
and soot from centuries of
candles blackens the walls.
A rock just to the left of the
door-sized entrance bears the
impression of a hand. Tradition
says Guru Rinpoche left it there
after meditating, while on a
journey spreading Buddhism
See BELIEFS, Page A5

VINCE DEVLIN
vdevlin@missoulian.com

‘We’re just
reeling
over here’

MOIESE – It’s a field trip most schoolchildren in America will never have a
chance to take, and Hellgate Elementary
students Katie Rands and Abby Faulhaber
were making the most of it.
They squeezed in for a front-row
view of nervous bison as the big animals
were funneled through a maze of chutes
and gates Monday morning during
their annual checkup at the National
Bison Range.
The October roundup isn’t what it used
to be, when hooves shook the ground as
people on horseback waved cowboy hats
and “yee-hawed” speeding bison down a
hillside and into a waiting pen. These

Veysey’s death casts
pall over Innocence
Project, others

Schoolchildren from around western Montana and other spectators fill a walkway above
See BISON, Page A4 the chutes for a look at the bison.

FLORENCE PHYSICIAN CHRIS CHRISTENSEN

Prosecutors ask
for bail to be revoked
Prosecutor: Doctor a danger to community
PERRY BACKUS
pbackus@ravallirepublic.com

HAMILTON – Ravalli
County prosecutors will ask
a judge to revoke Dr. Chris
Christensen’s bail Wednesday,
following last week’s decision
by state regulators to suspend

'D\WLPH
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his medical license.
Deputy Ravalli County
Attorney Thorin Geist filed a
motion contending the Florence physician’s decision to
violate the terms of his probationary medical license put the

Settlement deadline passes
for Clark, Missoula County
after resigning from the sheriff’s department following last
year’s bitter election, in which
he ran against current Sheriff
The deadline for the MisT.J. McDermott.
soula County Sheriff’s Office
Clark claimed he was
to reach a settlement with
former Undersheriff Josh Clark illegally “demoted” to the
Missoulian
position of night shift
patrol
over his complaint alleging
deputy, and a state human
illegal discrimination has
passed with neither side back- rights investigator found there
was probable cause to believe
ing down.
the sheriff’s department illeClark’s complaint will now
gally retaliated against him.
be submitted to a hearings
Clark asked the sheriff’s
officer at the Montana Human
Rights Bureau.
Clark filed the complaint
See DEADLINE, Page A4
DAVID ERICKSON
david.erickson@missoulian.com
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See REVOKED, Page A4
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KIM BRIGGEMAN
kbriggeman@missoulian.com

The climbing death of the
Montana Innocence Project’s
lone investigator over the
weekend in Colorado has left
several communities in Missoula grieving and the Innocence Project staggering.
Park rangers found the body
of Spencer Veysey, 26, late
Saturday afternoon at the bottom of Lambs Slide on the east
face of Longs Peak, the tallest
mountain in Rocky Mountain
National Park.
“It’s a terrible thing, an
Newspaper
- Monday-Saturd
unspeakable thing.
We’re
just reeling over here,” Larry
Mansch, legal director of the
Montana Innocence Project,
said Monday.
A 2012 graduate of the University of Montana’s journalism

Rate $1.50

See DEATH, Page A5
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 Take a look at this week’s Big Sky football power rankings, where there’s been
a shuffle at the top, and take a look at 9
times that Montana
IJ was so … Montana.
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Beliefs
Continued

through Nepal and Tibet in
the eighth century.
One of the current
leaders of the Nyingmapa
School of Buddhism
is Tulku Sang-ngag
Rinpoche. He founded the
Turquoise Leaf Nunnery
in 1993. In June, he placed
the final Buddha statue
at the Ewam Garden of
One Thousand Buddhas
in Arlee.
About 70 nuns and
teachers live at Turquoise
Leaf, while nearly 1,000
monks study at the monastery next door. A large
Buddhist shrine surrounds
the guru’s cave. But it
in turn is surrounded by
Hindu temples and shrines.
That’s not so surprising
in a nation whose 30 million people claim at least
60 recognized ethnicities,
more than 100 languages
and dialects, and a religious
landmark of some sort literally around every corner.
Matters aren’t
so overlapping in
Montana, with just 1
million people inhabiting a
landscape large enough to
surround Nepal.
Nevertheless, Sangngag Rinpoche did choose
a spot in the middle of the
Flathead Indian Reservation, where the Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes have their own deep
relationship with land.
Lama Namchak Khenpo,
the abbot of Ewam Garden
in Arlee, said the Buddhist
community has tried to be
sensitive to that fact.
“Some places block out
any other tradition or way
of life – they are very rigid
about that,” Khenpo said.
“Some places preserve
their own way of life,
but also welcome new
traditions. The way we
have come, I don’t see
us encroaching on what
they’re preserving or
harming what they want
to preserve. The way we
look at things, we find
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INDIA
The national flag of Nepal
is the world’s only non-quadrilateral national flag.
Its crimson red is the color of the rhododendron, the country’s national flower.
The blue border is the color of peace.
KEN BARNEDT, Missoulian

EDITOR’S NOTE
Missoulian reporter Rob Chaney is in Nepal this month,
studying the connections between that country and
western Montana, in cooperation with the International
Reporting Project. Why have Nepali Buddhists made
a second home in Montana, and why do so many
Montanans have deep connections to Nepal?

“Some places block out any other tradition
or way of life – they are very rigid about that.
Some places preserve their own way of life,
but also welcome new traditions. The way we
have come, I don’t see us encroaching on what
they’re preserving or harming what they want
to preserve. The way we look at things, we
find very similar to the tribal traditions here.
– Lama Namchak Khenpo, abbot of Ewam
Garden in Arlee
very similar to the tribal
traditions here.
“In the Tibetan traditional belief system, we
value the surrounding
environment – the hills,
the trees, the river and
the beings that live there.
We value them a lot,
and if that’s in line with
Native American beliefs,
that’s good.”
Sang-ngag Rinpoche
said he felt a powerful
connection to the former
sheep farm on Old Coyote

Death

According to a 2007 article
on the Ames High School
website, Veysey graduated
Continued
a year early and spent
school, Veysey was one of what would have been his
senior year working on a
four full-time employees
commercial fishing boat
at the Missoula-based
in Alaska.
Innocence Project, a
A news release issued
nonprofit organization
Sunday by Rocky Mounthat works with the
tain National Park said
University of Montana
Veysey was reported
law school to prevent and
overdue Friday night in
overturn wrongful conan attempt to summit
victions. The others are
Mansch, executive director the 14,259-foot Longs
Peak, the northernmost
Joseph Bischof and com“fourteener” in the
munications associate
Rocky Mountains.
Sarah Ferguson.
A search of the most
Veysey worked at the
popular route, the Keyhole,
Kaimin, the UM student
and of the Chasm Lake
newspaper, in his underarea northeast of Longs
graduate years.
Peak was undertaken
“He was just a great,
Saturday morning, with
inquisitive kind of kid.
searchers encountering
So persistent,” said UM
journalism professor Den- icy conditions, according
nis Swibold. “When he was to park spokeswoman
Kyle Patterson.
suspicious about someLambs Slide, where
thing, he wouldn’t quit
the body was found, is
until he nailed it down.”
Mansch said Veysey was described on a website for
climbers as an “obvious
“a big, strong burly guy”
chute running along the
who loved to build things
base of the lower east face”
and run rivers. He played
rugby and was president of of the mountain. While it
the UM Jesters rugby club classified the climb as easy,
for two years, according to the same site warned to
the Jesters’ Facebook page. “expect rock fall and very
hard ice or snow.”
He came to UM from
Longs Peak is the most
Ames, Iowa, where his
prominent summit on the
father Steve works in the
Front Range in Colorado,
chemistry department
northwest of Boulder and
at Iowa State University.

Road when he first saw
it in 2001. Through
translator Sarah Plazas,
he recalled how his plan
came about.
“When driving on
Highway 93, I had an
exceptional feeling that
I’ve been here before,”
Rinpoche said. “I asked
the person driving, but
he said I’d never been
here before.
“The feeling was strong,
so I looked into my past. I
was certain I had seen this

southwest of Fort Collins.
According to the Coloradoan of Fort Collins, Veysey was the first fatality in
Rocky Mountain National
Park this year. There were
six in 2014, three of them
on Longs Peak, which has
claimed 62 lives all told.
No further details
of Veysey’s death
were available.
Mansch said Veysey
was at the Montana State
Prison in Deer Lodge on
Wednesday, talking to
people about new cases.
He left Missoula the next
day for Colorado with his
girlfriend, who was part of
a wedding party in Colorado. Mansch speculated
that Veysey went climbing
Friday while his girlfriend
was involved in wedding
preparations.
Veysey started with the
Montana Innocence Project as a student volunteer
and worked his way over
the past three years into
the first full-time investigator.
“It didn’t really matter”
when he was paid for only
part-time work, Mansch
said. “He was here 50 or
60 hours a week.”
As an investigator, Veysey studied potential cases
for reference to Mansch in
the legal department, and
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Jemyeng Palmo stands below the handprint of Guru
Rinpoche outside the cave near Pharping, Nepal, where
he meditated while teaching Buddhism in the eighth
century. Palmo is the master teacher at Turquoise
Leaf Nunnery in Pharping, which is connected with
Montana’s Ewam Garden of One Thousand Buddhas.
place in a dream when I

was a small boy.”

was usually called on to
testify when a case went
to trial.
“The wealth of knowledge he has and is able to
retain ... it truly is irreplaceable,” said Mansch.
“He can tell you everything
about every case.”
The Innocence Project
currently has a case filed in
Great Falls over the homicide conviction of Richard
Burkhart, who was found
in 2002 to have beaten a
Great Falls man to death
with a ball-peen hammer.
Burkhart has long
maintained his innocence
and was unsuccessful in
an appeal to the Montana
Supreme Court in 2004.
Mansch said Veysey
uncovered witnesses who
had not been contacted by
law enforcement and thus
never testified. The Innocence Project recently filed
a “Brady claim,” alleging
the prosecution didn’t disclose favorable evidence.
“Spencer found that
evidence,” he said.
The project is also
involved in the conviction of Katie Garding of
Stevensville, who was
sentenced to 40 years in
prison in 2011 for hitting
and killing 25-year-old
Bronson Parsons as he
walked with a friend along
Montana Highway 200

in East Missoula on Jan.
1, 2008.
“We allege her car
couldn’t have been the one
involved,” Mansch said. “It
had zero damage.”
Veysey purchased
Garding’s car and stored
it, and found one of the
same model and year, with
similar mileage and tires,
Mansch said. He even fitted it with the same kind
of custom-made bumper
Garding’s had.
“Then he put it on a
trailer, drove to California
and had experts do a
vehicular accident reconstruction. It was all filmed,
and that forms the basis of
our petition,” Mansch said.
Swibold is on the board
of the Montana Innocence
Project and is familiar with
Veysey’s work there.
“It was another way
to use the skills we teach
over here,” he said, adding
Veysey was working on
obtaining a private investigator’s license.
Veysey had “a great
infectious sense of humor
and outrage,” the professor
said. “When he thought
things were funny, you
knew about it. When
he was outraged about
something, you knew that
as well.”
The Innocence Project
board meets at the end of

Rinpoche said Montana
shares unusual characteristics with his Himalayan homeland.
Just as the Rocky Mountains mark the end of the
Pacific Northwest rainforest and the beginning
of the dry Great Plains,
the Himalaya Mountains
separate the jungles of
Nepal from Tibet’s highaltitude desert plateau.
The basin around Arlee
holds even more significance.
“The way the mountains
and valleys are formed,
in Buddhist symbology,
makes this very auspicious,” Khenpo said. “The
valley resembles the petals
and stamens of a lotus
flower. To the east, it’s
rocky and hard. The garden faces a mountain with
the Salish Indian name
‘Dancing Boy.’ “
Through Khenpo’s
traditional vision, the
Rattlesnake Mountains
resemble a line of jewels
symbolizing great Buddhist lessons. The Salish
Mountains contain the
image of a red bird.
The wall of hills forms
a protective barrier in
the shape of an upsidedown turtle.
“It presents a view like
the eight-petal lotus,”
Khenpo said, “and the
sky is like an eightspoke wheel.”
The view off the
courtyard of the Turquoise Leaf Nunnery sees
a similar perspective from
above. The Kathmandu
Valley is ringed with
mountains that dwarf
most of the Rockies long
before the real Himalayas
even start.
“The Pharping people
are very hospitable,”
Palmo said of her school’s
location. “It was somewhat unusual to sell land
to Tibetan people. But
when they realized he
(Sang-ngag Rinpoche)
was working to restore
the Namchak teachings, it
became very easy for him
to build here.”

October and must decide
what to do about the void
Veysey leaves.
“We’re very lucky we
have a network of volunteer citizens, students
and pro bono attorneys,”
Mansch said. “But you
can’t replace Spencer’s
investigative skills, so
we’re going to be really in
a fog for a bit here. I don’t
know what we’re going to
do in the short term.”
The investigative
cases will probably be
put on hold for a short
period. Litigation will
go forward without Veysey’s testimony.
“As much as we miss
him,” said Mansch, “the
work we do here is good
work and it’s still got to
go on.”
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Monks at the Thubten Chholing Monastery in Nepal share a letter while peeling potatoes for the community meal. The monastery has attracted nearly 1,000 monks and nuns
to the teachings of its Tibetan founder, Trulshik Rinpoche, who also ordained Ewam Garden of One Thousand Buddhas Abbot Namchak Khenpo.

ON THE ROOF
OF THE WORLD
Time takes a different path in Nepal

stonemasons shaping blocks
with hammers and chisels
plinked like one of Salvador
Dali’s melting clocks – now
HUBTEN CHHOLspeeding up, then slowing to a
ING, Nepal – “Nepal
tentative stumble. Pack trains
is 100 years behind
the times,” Ang Dawa of mules passed with chiming
bells. Yaks carrying heavier
Sherpa lamented
loads tolled deeper tones.
as we watched a farmer plow
It typically takes three
his potato field behind a team
days to travel from Phaplu to
of cows.
I couldn’t help but notice the Lukla, Sagarmatha’s unofficial
gateway, on foot. Or you can
farmer had a cell phone in his
take a plane, which you might
pocket. Time refuses to keep a
share with a load of cement or
fixed presence in a place where
distances are measured in hours beer and noodles, and arrive in
17 minutes.
and the world’s biggest mounEverything in the
tains are also its youngest.
You can’t escape the sense of Solukhumbu arrives either
time, traveling in the Himalayas. on foot or by air. No roads
reach this place, although the
As we walked past
Thubten Chholing Monastery
earthquake-shattered homes
on the way to Sagarmatha
National Park, the cadence of
See NEPAL, Page E4
ROB CHANEY
rchaney@missoulian.com

T

ABOVE: A tray of beans
dries in the sun at a farm near
Junbesi, a small Sherpa village
housing one of the oldest
Buddhist monasteries in Nepal.
Subsistence farmers can barely
meet the local food demand
in the Solukhumbu Mountains,
where mountaineering and
trekking have become the
dominant employers.

RIGHT: A curious dog looks over
the rubble and new construction
of a home in Khumjung, one
of the villages devastated by
aftershocks from the April 25
Gorkha earthquake in Nepal.

NEPAL

CONNECTIONS
EDITOR’S NOTE

Missoulian reporter
Rob Chaney spent
20 days of October in
Nepal, studying the
connections between
that country and
western Montana, in
cooperation with the
International Reporting
Project.

Plowing potato fields by hand with hybrid cattle called dzho
remains a mainstay of farming in the Solukhumbu homeland of
the Sherpa people in Nepal. Nevertheless, cell phones and solarpowered lighting have penetrated valleys alongside rural traditions
centuries old.
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Buddhist monks at the
Tengboche Monastery
in Sagarmatha National
Park complete a fire
purification ceremony.
While Tengboche’s
prominent location
on the way to Mount
Everest makes it
world-renowned, the
surrounding Himalayan
Mountains hold many
larger institutions of
Tibetan and Sherpa
Buddhist tradition dating
back almost 500 years.
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Kandi Lama gathers embers for a Buddhist incense ritual while Zambala Guest House owner Dolma Lama and 12-year-old Dawa Jagmu Sherpa prepare breakfast. The Lama
family in Junbesi adopted Dawa Jagmu and her brother Psang Kami Sherpa after they were orphaned.

Nepal

Today, it houses almost an artificial community,
perpetuity,” Ramsey said.
all their original tradione of the only authentic
500 monks and 400 nuns, gathered around the teach“It’s unbelievably well
tions.”
Tibetan Buddhist moning of Trulshik Rinpoche,
nearly all of whom are
In addition to being one made. They don’t have
asteries in the world,”
Continued
who died in 2011. The men
Tibetan or local Sherpa.
of the teachers of the pres- the wheel up there, so
said Dennis Ramsey,
In October, many of them and women who live there
everything is traditional
ent Dalai Lama, Trulshik
who helped direct the
has its own road from
are what Ang Dawa calls
were moving out of tents
blacksmithing, using
Rinpoche ordained Lama
electrification of the
Phaplu to its mountain
“practical monks” – peowhere they’d endured
hand tools, hand-chisNamchak Khempo, the
community over the past
redoubt. It’s currently
ple who’ve dedicated their
Nepal’s monsoon season
eling blocks into perfect
abbot of Ewam Garden of
decade. “Even in India,
impassable because of
entire lives to Buddhist
when the Dalai Lama went One Thousand Buddhas in squares. It’s supported by after their small homes
landslides.
were wrecked in the April study and meditation.
massive concrete pillars,
So other than the land- to Dharamsala after fleeing Arlee. Ramsey said when
Gorkha earthquake and its That also means a life of
the abbot realized he was a but they’re made the
ing gears of the airplanes, Tibet, the Indian governcelibacy, and prohibitions
aftershocks.
ment imposed conditions permanent exile, he recast way concrete was done
there are virtually no
Thubten Chholing faces on commerce or labor.
in ancient Roman times.
the monastery’s purpose.
wheels in the Solukhumbu. on him. Only those lamas
challenges both cultural
“It’s constructed not to They’re living in the
Adventurers in the United who were able to come to
and environmental. It’s
ancient world.”
Nepal were free to practice last just 100 years, but in
States often grouse about
See NEPAL, Page E12
the ban of bikes and game
carts in places like the
Bob Marshall or Mission
Mountains wilderness
areas. Imagine a place
where everything from
eggs to stove iron to window glass gets delivered on
foot. Every time we sat on
a Western-style toilet, we
thought about the effort it
took to pack that porcelain
at 13,000 feet above
sea level.
    
Halfway between
Phaplu and Thubten
Chholing is the village of
Junbesi, a Sherpa community dating back to the
16th century. Its splendid
Tashi Thongmon Monastery features ornate woodwork rarely seen in other
shrines of the area. But it
has no resident monks.
Thubten Chholing itself
dates back just to 1959,
when Tibetan Buddhists
fled their homeland.
Founding Abbot Trulshik
Rinpoche started building
the community in 1969
as a temporary home for
refugee Tibetan monks
and nuns.
But as the Chinese dominance of Tibet solidified
and Buddhist leaders were
barred from returning,
he began rebuilding the
monastery as a permanent LEFT: An elderly Sherpa woman counts verses of her Buddhist rosary during her morning ritual in Lukla, Nepal. RIGHT: Yak dung patties dry in
home in 2001.
the sun on a wall in Khumjung, Nepal. At 12,400 feet above sea level, yak dung provides a necessary winter fuel for cooking stoves and heating
“Thubten Chholing is
where firewood is scarce and propane has to be hauled in by yak pack trains. When burned, it smells slightly of plastic.
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Women sew together
dining plates from sal
leaves in Kathmandu’s
Durbar Square. Nepal
opened to international
tourism 50 years ago in
1955, revealing a mix
of ancient customs and
modern conveniences.

To watch a
video of travel
in Nepal, go
to this story
on Missoulian.com.
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Namche Bazar school children head home for the 10-day Dasain holiday under the gaze of Mount Everest in Sagarmatha National Park. Nepal encompasses more than 60
ethnic groups including the Sherpa people of the Solukhumbu region around Everest. While predominantly Buddhist, Sherpas celebrate the Hindu holiday as a state vacation.

Nepal
Continued

Its leaders acknowledge
numbers are slowly
declining as young people
consider other options
besides monastic life.
At the same time, housing 1,000 people in a
remote mountain valley
puts a huge strain on the
local water, wood and
food supplies.
To adapt, the monks
have appealed to Western
organizations and donors
to modernize their homes.
That brought people like
Dennis Ramsey, whose
Eugene, Oregon-based
Renewable Energy Development International
added solar-powered
lights, efficient kitchen
stoves that also heat
water, and recharging stations for the batteries that
power their flashlights
and radios.
But when Ramsey
proposed adding a biogas facility that would
turn the community’s
sewage into cooking fuel,
he said the lamas told
him the project might
upset the spirits of the
mountainside. Locating a
monastic community in
Nepal involves a swirling
mix of modern engineering, available land and

religious contemplation.
    
We like to describe
venerable things as “old as
the hills,” but that doesn’t
work well in the Himalayas. The geological plate
India rests on collided
with its Chinese neighbor
about 50 million years
ago. The result now forms
the border between China
and Nepal.
It was the tectonic
version of a demolition
derby. When the plates
started separating from
the original Gondwana
supercontinent about 120
million years ago, they
parted at a speed of 5
centimeters a year. Then
about 80 million years
ago, the movement rate
tripled to 15 centimeters a
year. Just 2 million years
ago, Tibet’s capital of
Lhasa sat at an altitude of
3,000 feet above sea level.
Today, the altimeter reads
just shy of 12,000 feet.
By contrast, the Appalachian Mountains in the
eastern United States date
to between 300 million
and 500 million years old.
The Rocky Mountains
running through Montana
popped up between 80
million and 50 million
years ago.
The April 25 Gorkha
earthquake didn’t
change Mount Everest’s

29,029-foot elevation, but
it did move its peak southwest by about an inch and
a half. On average, the
Himalayas continue to rise
about half an inch a year.
Just outside the capitol
of Kathmandu, the earthquake lifted a swath of
land 55 miles long and 18
miles wide by 3 feet.
    
Ever since Edmund
Hillary and Tenzing
Norgay topped Everest in 1953, a cultural
earthquake has rattled
through the local Sherpa
culture. Between Phaplu
and Thubten Chholing,
between half and threequarters of the farm
houses were unoccupied.
Many fields lay fallow.
A May 12 aftershock
smacked the heart of
the Solukhumbu region
southwest of Mount
Everest. It ruined Junbesi’s elementary school,
which was endowed by
Hillary. A new classroom
building is almost finished, supported largely
by Sherpa mountaineering companies like Nepal
Myths and Mountain
Trails, who’ve donated
construction materials
back to their homeland.
“We’ve helped 137
households with roof
materials,” said NMMT
trekking guide Lhakpa

Monks in the Thubten Chholing Monastery meditate while reciting Tibetan
Buddhist scriptures. The monastery has replicated most of the traditions and
practices of its Tibetan Nyingmapa Buddhist founders since they were exiled from
Tibet in 1959. It houses nearly 500 monks and 400 nuns.

Sona Sherpa. “We weren’t
sure if the government
would provide new standards, so we tried to provide things for people.”
“The mountaineering
industry has pumped a
lot of money in the high
mountains,” Ramsey said.
“People got involved
and became well-off,
and then they wanted
to send their children
to boarding schools in
Kathmandu. They wanted
to be connected to the
world. So although their
business was dependent
on the mountaineering
industry, some moved
their entire families to the
city. Places like Namche
and Pangboche became
depopulated of people.
The only ones left behind
were the old and poor.”
Retired University of
Montana anthropology
professor Sally Thompson
has been studying the
impact of modernization in the Himalayas.
In places where new
roads have arrived, she’s
seen self-sufficiency
undermined by access to
cheaper food and products from metropolitan
markets in India and
China. Malnutrition,
alcoholism and flight
away from the hardships
of agricultural life are
common results.

“There’s a diaspora,
where young men and
women are leaving remote
areas for the cities,”
Thompson said. “You
take economies that were
based on people giving
things to each other, with
no cash involved, and
then suddenly they’re
forced to find ways to
make money.”
But Ramsey sees
another side of that
change – one in part
helped by the earthquakes
of 2015. Nepal has skipped
most of the downside
of the Industrial Age,
but arrived in time to
enjoy the refined results:
cellphones, LED lights,
tiny computers with more
calculating power than
Mission Control needed
to put a man on the moon.
“I think the earthquake
made people want to go
back to their villages,”
Ramsey said. “It’s
counter-intuitive, in a
country that’s screaming
for food and jobs and
employment, it seems
odd this would be true.
The modern world is
offering lots of other
things to do besides the
back-breaking work of
a farmer. But there’s
available land, and it’s
lucrative work. I think we
may see a repopulation of
the Solukhumbu.”

I have wanted to
visit the Himalayas ever
since my parents gave me
a copy of Galen Rowell’s
“Mountain Light” when I
was learning about photography in 1982.
Over the years, more
and more connections
between my home mountains in Montana and their
brethren on the other
side of the world became
apparent. This spring, the
International Reporting
Project accepted my
proposal to explore many
of those connections.
I spent 20 days exploring everything from knitting factories in Bhaktapur
that export sweaters to
Missoula to Thubten
Chholing Monastery’s
connection with the Ewam
Garden of One Thousand
Buddhas in Arlee.
In two days’ walk
through the Solukhumbu,
you climb from Phakding’s unharvested fields
of green cabbage at 8,500
feet elevation to dead
leaves and brown pastures
in Khumjung, 4,000 feet
above. It’s like traveling
from August to November
in 48 hours.
Much of the time, I
traveled to the tick-click
of my walking sticks without a watch. Their metal
tips never left a scratch on
the rocks of Nepal.

Foot trails are the main, and nearly only, way to travel in the Himalaya Mountains of
Nepal. In the Solukhumbu region where Nepal’s Sherpa people have lived for more than
400 years, a mother and infant cross a 13,000-foot mountainside for a family visit.

